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Richard Butler for Vanuatu
Trade Commissioner says Invest 

Sydney Australia, 09.02.2020, 07:53 Time

USPA NEWS - In a very rare interview with Vanuatu - Australian Trade Commissioner Richard Butler released to USPA24 a rare
opportunity to get a second Citizenship in the Republic of Vanuatu via Agricultural Property Investment. Butler the two times trade
commissioner for Vanuatu (2012/2015 and 2017/2019). Richard is also the Project Manager for South Pacific Plantations limited with
40 years of real estate development experience.

The Republic of Vanuatu is also known as The Real Tropical Paradise, and an agricultural property developer is offering a chance to
become a citizen in the country through its Agricultural property investment program.

Richard Butler, an agricultural property investor based in Vanuatu, said he was pleased to alert investors around the world about an
opportunity to invest in organic agricultural property, while also acquiring permanent residency in the Republic of Vanuatu as part of
the investment package.

"Add-in the genuine, helpful, and friendly local people“”from a myriad of backgrounds and cultures and a huge variety of landscapes
and lifestyles“” you will be so smitten with this tropical paradise. If you're considering to get additional citizenship for your spouse and
children, an extra discount is available for you," said Butler.

Vanuatu is a tax-friendly, south pacific nation, a peaceful paradise where with friendly people, clean air, clean water and organic food.
The country just recently signed an agreement to become part of China's belt and road initiative, which will see the current number of
130k tourists being taken to over 500k tourists in a year. This is good news for those willing to take the agricultural property investment
program because it will make them a major stakeholder before the boom.

Usually, to acquire a Vanuatu citizenship costs $150,000. However Butler explained that with the program, investors will not need to
pay the amount since the cost for a second passport and citizenship is included in the investment plan, which amounts to $500,000,
with projected income of $50,000 yearly. The agricultural property (10 tropical fruit farm-lets) will be managed under a farm share
contract by a competent team who work together with the local people. This is a stable investment with a value that keeps increasing
year by year irrespective of the status of the economy.

It´s not surprising if you look at the facts I mentioned above.

What´s more, if you´d like to live in a friendly community where people smile and say hello when they pass in the streets, it´s still
happening almost anywhere in Vanuatu.
Mobirise

Ni Vanuatu -- The Friendly Local People of Vanuatu
The people are so nice they won´t even accept your tip. For them, tipping or bargaining goes against the local tradition. A smile or just
a simple “˜thank you´ is considered tip enough.
Sounds interesting, right?
Now, let´s dig deeper into this country.
More Details About The Republic Of Vanuatu

Not Just Spectacular Scenery, But Also A Booming Economy“¦

Today, Vanuatu is a member of the World Trade Organisation, and has received approximately $500M in infrastructure development



grants and loans in just a few short years.

The country has now opened many trading doors to foreign investors to invest in their country.

"Today, it might still be undiscovered to many foreign investors“¦ But once the world finally turns their attention to this small nation,
many investors will start to consider to invest in Vanuatu and it would happen very soon," explained Butler who went on to say
,"Vanuatu has signed an agreement to become a part of China´s Belt and Road initiative, or which previously known as One Belt One
Road. Vanuatu has a lot to offer those seeking a new life abroad. There's a feeling of opportunity for investments and possibilities to
achieve a lot. Its established communities make for a ready supply of new friends. With its proximity to North America, it's easy to
access from that location. This offer is currently limited to 10 people, so it is imperative for those interested to take advantage of this
opportunity. For more information about this agricultural property investment program in Vanuatu, call me," Said Butler. Australia
Phone: +612 8007 3803 or USA Phone: +1 209 676 4513
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